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Abstract
The recent conjecture of possible equivalence between the string scale MS
and the minimal supersymmetric standard model unification scale MU ≈ 2.5×
1016 GeV is considered in the context of string models. This conjecture suggests
that the observable gauge group just below the string scale should be SU(3)C×
SU(2)L×U(1)Y and the spectrum of the observable sector should consist solely
of the MSSM spectrum. We demonstrate that string models can actually be
constructed that possess these observable features. Two aspects generic to
many classes of three family SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y string models are both
an extra local anomalous U(1)A and numerous (often fractionally charged)
exotic particles beyond the MSSM. Thus, for these classes, the key to obtaining
an MS = MU ≈ 2.5× 1016 GeV string model is the existence of F– and D–flat
directions that near the string scale can simultaneously break the anomalous
U(1) and give mass to all exotic observable particles, decoupling them from the
low energy spectrum. In this letter we show, in the context of free fermionic
strings, that string models with flat directions possessing these features do
exist. We present one such string derived model in which all the observable
states beyond the MSSM receive mass at the scale generated by the Fayet–
Iliopoulos term. The associated F– and D–flat direction is proven flat to all
orders of the superpotential.
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1 Introduction
One of the intriguing hints for new physics beyond the Standard Model is the
nearly perfect unification of the Standard Model gauge couplings, assuming the spec-
trum of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model above the electroweak scale.
This coupling unification occurs at the scale of order MMSSM ≈ 2× 1016GeV, and is
one or two orders of magnitude below the scale where the gravitational interaction be-
comes comparable in strength to the gauge interactions. Gravity, on the other hand,
can be unified consistently with the gauge interactions only if the MSSM is embedded
in superstring/M-theory. However, a general prediction of perturbative string theory
is that the gauge couplings unify at a scale MS of the order of 5 × 1017GeV. Thus,
at least in the context of perturbative string theory it is natural to seek string mod-
els that contain the MSSM spectrum plus additionally a few color and electroweak
states in vector–like representations. Such states can then receive intermediate mass
scale, and elevate the coupling unification scale to the string scale while keeping the
MSSM running coupling strengths in agreement with their experimentally measured
MZo scale values. However, while string derived models that allow such scenarios
have indeed been constructed, one may argue that the additional mass scales re-
quire additional ad hoc fine tuning, and therefore is not very attractive. It is then
quite remarkable that within the context of M–theory a mechanism has been pro-
posed that allows the gauge couplings to unify at ∼ 1016GeV, [1] thus maintaining
the successful MSSM prediction. Alas, from the point of view of M–theory unifi-
cation this would require that the observable gauge group after compactification is
precisely SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , which means that there should be no GUT
or semi-GUT below the compactification (i.e., string) scale. Furthermore, it implies
that soon below this scale the spectrum in the observable sector must consist solely
of the MSSM spectrum, i.e. three generations plus two electroweak Higgs doublets.
However, string models generically give rise to several Higgs multiplets and to many
exotic states, charged under the Standard Model, and which may remain massless at
the string scale. In fact, to date it is in general claimed that there does not exist a
single string model that produces solely the MSSM spectrum in the observable sector
below the string scale.
In this letter we therefore undertake the task of deriving a string model that
produces only the MSSM spectrum in the observable sector. The model that we
study (referred to henceforth as the “FNY model”) is the string model of [2] and
was constructed in the free fermionic formulation. Like all other string models which
are constructed by utilizing characters of level one Kac–Moody current algebra, it
contains exotic fractionally charged states in the massless spectrum. As pointed out
in ref. [3], in this model all the exotic fractionally charged states couple to a set of
Standard Model singlets at the cubic level of the superpotential. Thus, by assigning
vacuum expectation values (VEVs) to this set of Standard Model singlets all the
exotic fractionally charged states receive mass of the order of the string scale and
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decouple from the massless spectrum.
The model also contains, at the massless string level, a number of electroweak
Higgs doublets and a color triplet/anti-triplet pair beyond the MSSM. We show that
by the same suitable choice of flat directions that only one Higgs pair remains light
below the string scale. The additional color triplet/anti-triplet pair receives mass
from a fifth order superpotential term. This results in the triplet pair receiving a
mass that is slightly below the string scale and is perhaps smaller than the doublet
and fractional exotic masses by a factor of around (1/10− 1/100).
Thus, all non-MSSM states decouple from the massless spectrum at or slightly
below the string scale by coupling to flat direction VEVs. Thus, for the first time
we present a string model that yields below the string scale solely the spectrum of
the MSSM in the observable sector.∗ Such a string model can therefore serve as
an example which satisfies the requirements imposed by the M–theory motivated
unification.
Another interesting property of the FNY model is that provided that the weak–
hypercharge is left unbroken at the string scale, the additional U(1)Z′ which is
embedded in SO(10) is necessarily broken by flat directions near the string scale.
Thus, in this model the SO(10) subgroup below the string scale is necessarily
SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)Y , rather than SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)C × U(1)L, which is
another appealing property from the point of view of M–theory motivated unifica-
tion.
There is a crucial new input, which we now discuss, that allows us to achieve, at
present, our goal of a string-derived MSSM, nearly a decade after the original model
was constructed. Let us recall that this string model contains an anomalous U(1)
symmetry [4] (a generic feature of three family SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y string
models of free fermionic, bosonic lattice, or orbifold construction). Elimination of
the anomalous U(1) symmetry generates a Fayet–Iliopoulos (FI) term, by the VEV
of the dilaton field, that breaks supersymmetry near the string scale. To preserve
supersymmetry near the string scale, one must satisfy F– and D–flatness constraints
arising from the superpotential, by giving VEVs to a set of standard model scalar
singlets in the massless spectrum of the string models [5]. Since these fields are
typically also charged under the non–anomalous gauge symmetries, a non–trivial set
of constraints is imposed on the possible choices of VEVs and in general will break
some or all of these symmetries spontaneously. It turns out that in the FNY model
of ref. [2] the D–flatness constraints are particularly restrictive in the following sense.
In many free fermionic models utilizing the NAHE set of boundary condition basis
vectors, one can solve the D–term constraints by assigning VEVs solely to SO(10)
singlet fields [6, 7]. However, it turns out, as we discuss below, that this is not possible
∗ By observable sector we mean the part which affects the Standard Model gauge coupling
evolution, thus allowing the existence of unbroken horizontal U(1) symmetries, which do not mix
with the Standard Model gauge group. Such symmetries do not survive to low energies in the model
that we discuss, but it is a possibility that may occur a priori.
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in the model of ref. [2]. In the FNY model one must assign non–trivial VEVs to states
which are Standard Model singlets, but that are charged under the U(1)Z′ which is
embedded in SO(10), thus complicating the problem of finding FNY flat directions.
In fact, the original motivation to construct the model of ref. [7] was precisely to
find flat F and D directions in the free fermionic standard–like models. However,
recently the search for flat F and D directions in the free fermionic models has been
systematized [8, 9, 10]. Thus revealing that the FNY model does admit flat F and
D solutions, but that these solutions necessarily break the U(1)Z′ (as long as U(1)Y
is preserved) which is embedded in SO(10).
In this paper we therefore utilize the important new developments of the tools
needed to find flat F and D solutions in the string models. To achieve our goal
of deriving the MSSM directly from string theory, we have to incorporate the set
of fields needed to give mass to the fractionally charged states into the possible
solutions. Similarly we will impose that the generated VEVs also give large mass, of
the order of the string scale, to the additional color triplets and electroweak doublets
beyond the MSSM spectrum. We should comment that in other semi–realistic free
fermionic models, the exotic states may also receive large mass, but often only through
high order nonrenormalizable terms, and therefore their respective intermediate mass
scales will be highly suppressed relative to the string scale. Therefore, in the present
letter, for the first time, we are able to construct a string solution with solely the
MSSM spectrum below the scale generated by the Fayet–Iliopoulos term, a scale on
par with the string scale.
2 The model
2.1 Model construction
The FNY string model [2] was constructed in the free fermionic formulation [11].
It is generated by a set of eight basis vectors of boundary conditions for all the world–
sheet free fermions. The first five vectors consist of the NAHE set {1,S,b1,b2,b3}
[12]. In addition the basis contains three additional vectors which are displayed in
Table (2.1)
ψµ χ12 χ34 χ56 ψ¯1,...,5 η¯1 η¯2 η¯3 φ¯1,...,8
b4 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
β 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
γ 1 0 1 0 1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
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1
2
1
2
1
4
y3y6 y4y¯4 y5y¯5 y¯3y¯6 y1ω6 y2y¯2 ω5ω¯5 y¯1ω¯6 ω1ω3 ω2ω¯2 ω4ω¯4 ω¯1ω¯3
b4 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
β 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
γ 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
(2.1)
The choice of generalized GSO coefficients is:
c
(
b4
bj , β
)
= −c
(
b4
1
)
= −c
(
β
1
)
= c
(
β
bj
)
=
−c
(
β
γ
)
= c
(
γ
b2
)
= −c
(
γ
b1,b3,b4, γ
)
= −1 (2.2)
(j = 1, 2, 3), with the others specified by modular invariance and space–time su-
persymmetry. A property of the FNY model that distinguishes it from the NAHE-
based models of refs. [7, 13] is the choice of pairings of the left– and right–moving
real fermions from the set {y, ω|y¯, ω¯}1,···,6. With the choice of pairing in FNY, the
three left–moving pairs y3y6, y1ω6 and ω1ω3 are complexified, and the remaining
left–moving real fermions from the set {y, ω}1,···,6 are paired with right–moving real
fermions to produce Ising model operators. In the right–moving sector 19 world–
sheet fermions are complex and generate the observable and hidden four dimensional
gauge groups. We remark that both the choice of pairings as well as that of the GSO
phases affect nontrivially the spectrum of the string models, and consequently their
specific phenomenological characteristics [14]. This is an important remark, keeping
in mind that the eventual goal of string theory is to learn how a particular vacuum
is selected dynamically.
2.2 Gauge group
The gauge group before imposing the flat directions consist of the universal ob-
servable SO(10) sub–group, SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)C × U(1)L, generated by the
five complex world–sheet fermions ψ¯1,···,5; six observable horizontal, flavor–dependent,
U(1) symmetries U(1)1,···,6, generated by {η¯1, η¯2, η¯3, y¯3y¯6, y¯1ω¯6, ω¯1ω¯3}, respectively;
and the unbroken sub–group SO(4)× SU(3)×U(1)4 of the hidden E8, generated by
φ¯1,···,8. The weak hypercharge is given by
U(1)Y =
1
3
U(1)C ± 1
2
U(1)L (2.3)
where switching signs in eq. (2.3) corresponds to flipping of the representations,
+ ↔ − (2.4)
ecL ↔ N cL
ucL ↔ dcL
This flip is equivalent to the flip between the straight and flipped SU(5) represen-
tations [15]. In the case of SU(5) only the later choice is allowed as there are no
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adjoint representations to break the non–Abelian gauge symmetry in the former. In
the case of the standard–like models, as the GUT non–Abelian symmetry is broken
directly at the string level, this flip is consistent with the requirement that the gauge
group can be broken to the Standard Model gauge group in the effective low energy
field theory. We also note that under this Z2 flip the Higgs representations are also
flipped h↔ h¯.
In the following we will show that the choice of the sign in eq. (2.3) also has
interesting consequences in terms of the decoupling of the exotic fractionally charged
states. The other combination of U(1)C and U(1)L, which is orthogonal to U(1)Y is
given by
U(1)Z′ = U(1)C ∓ U(1)L (2.5)
We will show that the choices of flat directions in the model of ref. [2] forces either
U(1)Y or U(1)Z′ to be broken. Therefore, in the phenomenologically viable case we are
forced to have only SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y as the unbroken SO(10) subgroup below
the string scale. While we have no dynamical mechanism that chooses between these
two distinct vacua, we find it to be an interesting example of how string dynamics
may force the SO(10) subgroup below the string scale to coincide with the Standard
Model gauge group.
2.3 Matter spectrum
The full massless spectrum of the model, together with the quantum numbers
under the right–moving gauge group, are given in ref. [2]. Here we give a brief
summary. The sectors b1, b2 and b3 correspond to the three twisted sectors of the
Z2 × Z2 orbifold model and produce three generations in the 16 representation of
SO(10) decomposed under SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)C × U(1)L, with charges under
the horizontal symmetries.
The Neveu–Schwarz (NS) sector corresponds to the untwisted sector and produces
in addition to the gravity and gauge multiplets three pairs of electroweak scalar
doublets {h1, h2, h3, h¯1, h¯2, h¯3}, seven pairs of SO(10) singlets with observable U(1)
charges, {φ12, φ¯12, φ23, φ¯23, φ13, φ¯13, φ56, φ¯56, φ′56, φ¯′56, φ4, φ¯4, φ′4, φ¯′4}, and three scalars
that are singlets of the entire four dimensional gauge group, φ1, φ2, φ3.
In the model of ref. [2] the states from the NS sector and the sectors b1, b2 and
b3 are the only ones that transform solely under the observable, SU(3)C × S(2)L ×
U(1)C × U(1)L × U(1)1,···,6 gauge group. The choice of GSO phase c(b4, 1) = +1
projects all the massless states from the sector b4 as well as the space–time vector
bosons from the sector I = 1+ b1 + b2 + b3.
The sectors bj + 2γ and bj + 2γ + I with j = 1, · · · , 4 produce SO(10) singlet
matter states in the 16 vector representation of the hidden SO(16) gauge group,
decomposed under the final hidden group and are listed in Table I. The sectors with
some combination of {1,b1,b2,b3,b4, β} plus γ produce states that are SU(3)C ×
SU(2)L singlets, but are charged under U(1)Y or U(1)Z′. Similar states arise also
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from the sectors 1+ b1 + β+2γ and I+β+2γ. These states arise due to the breaking
of the SO(10) symmetry, by the basis vectors β and γ, and carry fractional electric
charge ±1/2 or fractional U(1)Z′ charge. These are exotic stringy states that do not
fall into representations of the original SO(10) symmetry. One of the important goals
of our paper is to find the flat F and D solutions that give heavy mass to all the
exotic fractionally charged states.
The trilinear superpotential of the string model is given by W =
√
2g[W1 +W2]
where,
W1 = {(ucL1Q1h¯1 +N cL1L1h¯1 + dcL2Q2h2 + ecL2L2h2 + ecL3L3h3 + dcL3Q3h3)
+h2h¯1φ¯12 + h¯2h1φ12 + h3h¯1φ¯13 + h¯3h1φ13 + h3h¯2φ23 + h¯3h2φ23
+φ12φ¯13φ¯23 + φ¯12φ13φ23 + (φ4φ¯
′
4 + φ¯4φ
′
4)φ1} (2.6)
W2 =
1√
2
{H1H2φ4 +H3H4φ¯4 +H5H6φ¯4 + (H7H8 +H9H10)φ′4 +H11H13φ¯′4
+ V41V42φ¯4 + V43V44φ¯4 + V45V46φ4 + (V47V48 + V49V50)φ¯
′
4
+ V51V52φ
′
4}+ [H15H16φ′56 +H17H18φ¯56 +H19H20φ¯′56 +H21H22φ¯56
+ (V11V12 + V13V14)φ13 + V15V17φ13 + V19V20φ13
+ V21V22φ12 + V23V24φ12 + V25V27φ12 + V29V30φ12
+ V31V32φ¯23 + V33V34φ23 +H29H30φ¯13 +H36H37φ12}. (2.7)
2.3.1 Abelian anomaly
With the choice of GSO projection coefficients in eq. (2.2) the following U(1) sym-
metries (from the entire set of 12 {UC , UL, Ui=1, to 6, Uj=H,7, 8, 9}) are anomalous:
TrU1 = −24, TrU2 = −30, TrU3 = 18, TrU5 = 6, TrU6 = 6 and TrU8 = 12. The
total anomaly from all six of these Abelian symmetries can be rotated into a single
U(1)A, uniquely defined by
U(1)A ≡ cA
∑
i
{TrQAi }U(1)i, (2.8)
with cA a normalization coefficient. In this case the single anomalous Abelian sym-
metry becomes,
UA ≡ −4U1 − 5U2 + 3U3 + U5 + U6 + 2U8. (2.9)
After this rotation, the universal Green-Schwarz relation invoked by modular invari-
ance constraints removes all Abelian triangle anomalies except those involving either
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one or three UA gauge bosons. That is, the five orthogonal, anomaly–free, Abelian
combinations involving U1,2,3,5,6,8, together with the other six anomaly free U(1)’s are
free of all gauge and mixed trilinear anomalies.
The standard anomaly cancelation mechanism [5] breaks UA and in the process
generates an FI D–term,†
ǫ ≡ g
2
sM
2
P
192π2
TrQA , (2.10)
where gs is the string coupling and MP is the reduced Planck mass, MP ≡
MP lanck/
√
8π ≈ 2.4 × 1018 . Spacetime supersymmetry is broken near the string
scale by the FI DA–term unless a set of scalar VEVs, {〈ϕm〉}, carrying anomalous
charges Q(A)m can contribute a compensating 〈DA(ϕm)〉 ≡
∑
αQ
(A)
m | 〈ϕm〉 |2 term to
cancel the FI term, i.e.,
〈DA〉 =
∑
m
Q(A)m | 〈ϕm〉 |2 +
g2sM
2
P
192π2
TrQA = 0 , (2.11)
thereby restoring supersymmetry. A set of scalar VEVs satisfying eq. (2.11) is also
constrained to keep D–flatness for all non-anomalous Abelian Ui symmetries as well,
‡
〈Di〉 =
∑
m
Q(i)m | 〈ϕm〉 |2 = 0 . (2.12)
Each superfield Φm (containing a scalar field ϕm and superpartner) in the super-
potential imposes further constraints on the scalar VEVs. F–flatness will be broken
(thereby destroying spacetime supersymmetry) at the scale of the VEVs unless,
〈Fm〉 =
〈
∂W
∂Φm
〉
= 0; 〈W 〉 = 0. (2.13)
2.3.2 Fractionally charged states
By examining the fractionally charged states and the trilinear superpotential, it is
seen that all the fractionally charged states receive a heavy mass by giving a VEV to
the neutral singlets φ¯4, φ¯
′
4, φ4, φ
′
4 [3]. The additional trilinear terms, (φ4φ¯
′
4 + φ¯4φ
′
4)φ1
impose an F–flatness constraint from eq. (2.13),
(〈φ4〉
〈
φ¯′4
〉
+
〈
φ¯4
〉
〈φ′4〉) = 0. (2.14)
†Based on the arguments of [16], M -theory does not appear to alter the form of the FI term.
Instead an M -theory FI term should remain identical to the FI term obtained for a weakly-coupled
E8 × E8 heterotic string, independent of the size of M -theory’s 11th dimension.
‡Here we consider flat directions involving only non-Abelian singlet fields. In cases where non-
trivial non-Abelian representations are also allowed to take on VEVs, generalized non-AbelianD–flat
constraints must also be imposed.
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A D–flat solution to eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) which also satisfies the F–flatness
constraints eq. (2.13) (and (2.14) in particular) is given, for example, by the following
set of fields
{φ12, φ23, φ4, φ′4, φ¯4, φ¯′4, H15, H30, H31, H38, V31, N c2} (2.15)
with the VEVs
| 〈φ23〉 |2 = | 〈V31〉 |2 = | 〈N c2〉 |2 = | 〈H38〉 |2 =
2
5
| 〈φ12〉 |2 = 2
9
| 〈H30〉 |2 = 2| 〈H31〉 |2
=
1
2
| 〈H15〉 |2 ≡ | 〈α〉 |2
(| 〈φ4〉 |2 + | 〈φ′4〉 |2)− (|
〈
φ¯4
〉
|2 + |
〈
φ¯′4
〉
|2) = | 〈α〉 |
2
2
, (2.16)
where 〈α〉 is an overall scale (assumed to be real) for the set of VEVs.§
Cancelation of the FI term by thisD–flat solution specifies the scale 〈α〉. Inserting
the flat direction VEVs and anomalous charge trace in (2.11) yields,
〈DA〉 = −472| 〈α〉 |2 + g
2
sM
2
P 1344
192π2
= 0 . (2.17)
At MU = 2.5 × 1016 GeV, the unified couplings have a value αU ≡ g2physical/(4π) ≈
1/24. This corresponds to gs ≈ .5, since gphysical =
√
2gs ≈ .72. Thus, the FI scale
for the FNY model is
| 〈α〉 | ≈ 5× 1016 GeV. (2.18)
In ref. [17], the space of F– and D–flat directions that decouple the fractionally
charged states will be studied in more detail. The following important remarks are,
however, in order. Following the holomorphic gauge-invariant polynomial method
developed in refs. [8] and [9] or the matrix method of ref. [10], it is possible to classify
the complete space of allowed D–flat directions. In the approach presented in [10],
the set of Abelian D-constraints are expressed in matrix form,
D · ~aT = (−ǫ, 0, 0, ..., 0)T . (2.19)
D is an i×m matrix, with the i-rows being the number of U(1) Di–term equations
(including the anomalous DA term as the first) and the m-columns being the number
of fields ϕm that may get a VEV. The Di,m component of the matrix D is the Q
(i)
m
charge of the scalar ϕm. ~a is a vector of scalar VEVs | 〈ϕm〉 |2. By applying singular
value decomposition (SVD) [18] to the matrix D, we obtain a basis for the null space
of the charge matrix D (with regard to the non-anomalous U(1)). This basis then
spans all the possible D–flat solutions in a given model. Test of a particular D–flat
§This flat direction is formed from a combination of VEVs, denoted M6, M7 and R15 in [9].
M6, M7 and R15 are individually D–flat for each non-anomalous U(1) and R15 is responsible for
cancelling the FI term.
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direction for simultaneous F–flatness can also be systematically performed, again
using a SVD approach.
Applying SVD analysis to the model of ref. [2], and restricting the allowed fields
to those that do not break the weak–hypercharge, it is then observed that all the
possible D–flat solutions contain fields that break the U(1)Z′ symmetry, eq. (2.5).
We then have the very interesting situation in which the U(1)Z′ is necessarily broken
in the D–flat string vacuum. The FNY model therefore presents the first example
where the string consistency constraints force the SO(10) symmetry to be broken
to SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , rather than SU(3) × SU(2)L × U(1)C × U(1)L. We
should remark, however, that we also anticipate that there exist, phenomenologically
unviable, D–flat solutions in which the weak–hypercharge is broken and the U(1)Z′
remains unbroken. The existence of such solutions will be investigated in ref. [17].
At present we do not know what is the mechanism, or the reason, that selects the
U(1)Y –preserving vacuum, over the U(1)
′
Z–preserving vacuum.
The D–flat direction (2.16) was also found to be F–flat to all orders in the su-
perpotential. Were this not a string-derived model, but field-theoretic instead, such
would not have been be the case. F -flatness would then have been broken by a
specific gauge invariant fifth order superpotential term,
φ4′H30V31N
c
2H36 , (2.20)
or more general gauge invariant superpotential terms of the form,
(φ1,2,3)
m=0, 1(φ4φ¯4)
n and (φ1,2,3)
m=0, 1(φ
′
4φ¯
′
4)
n , (2.21)
where n is any positive integer. String world-sheet selection rules, however, impose
strong constraints on allowed superpotential terms beyond gauge invariance: (2.20)
and (2.21) are all forbidden from appearing in the stringy superpotential by these
additional constraints [20, 19].
The next observation we wish to make is to recall that we have a Z2 ambiguity in
the definition of the weak–hypercharge, eq. (2.3). Choosing the positive sign imposes
the decoupling condition on the fractionally charged states, eq. (2.14). Choosing
the negative sign in the definition of the weak–hypercharge, eq. (2.3), flips between
the exotic fractionally charged states and the electrically neutral exotic states with
fractional U(1)Z′ charge. There is a class of exotic states from the sectors 1 + b1 +
β + 2γ and I + β + 2γ which is invariant under this flip. These states do not have
U(1)C charge and are either SU(2)L singlets with U(1)L = ±1, or SU(2)L doublets
with U(1)L = 0. In both cases they carry fractional electric charge ±1/2. With
the positive sign in the weak–hypercharge definition all the states with fractional
electric charge gain mass at the cubic level of the superpotential by the VEVs of
φ4, φ
′
4,φ¯4, φ¯
′
4. With the negative sign definition of the weak–hypercharge the states
{H15, H16, H17, H18, H19, H20, H21, H22, H23, H24, H25, H26, H27, H28} in Table 2 of ref.
[2], carry fractional electric charge ±1/2 and are not coupled to φ4, φ′4,φ¯4, φ¯′4 at the
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cubic level of the superpotential. The states from the sectors 1 + b1 + β + 2γ and
I+β+2γ are, of course, still electrically charged and can receive heavy mass from the
VEVs of φ4, φ
′
4,φ¯4, φ¯
′
4. We can contemplate other F–flat and D–flat solutions that
will make all the fractionally charged states super–heavy. However, we see that with
the negative sign definition of the weak–hypercharge this will be far more difficult
to achieve. The discussion above illustrates how also the Z2 ambiguity in the weak–
hypercharge definition is broken by the choices of F– and D–flat solutions.
2.3.3 Exotic triplet/anti-triplet pair
The massless spectrum of the FNY model contains in addition to the exotic frac-
tionally charged states, one pair of SU(3)C triplets in vector–like representation
(H33, H40) with fractional U(1)Z′ charge and several pairs of electroweak Higgs dou-
blets. To show that with the F– and D–flat solution, eq. (2.16), the spectrum below
the string scale indeed coincides with that of the MSSM, we have to show that in
this vacuum these additional states receive mass near the string scale, with only one
pair of Higgs doublets remaining light.
A mass term,
mtrip =
A5 〈φ23〉 〈H38〉 〈H31〉
M2S
= 〈α〉 2A5 〈α〉
2
M2S
, (2.22)
for the additional color triplet pair appears from the quintic superpotential term,
H33H40H31H38φ23 (2.23)
While this triplet mass is generated at the FI scale = 〈α〉 ≈ 5 × 1016 GeV, we esti-
mate the additional factor in mtrip, which includes the five-point string amplitude A5
(defined here to not include the 1/M2S factor) for this specific fifth-order nonrenormal-
izable coupling, will contribute a suppression factor on the order of ∼ (1/10−1/100).
The five-point string amplitude includes a world-sheet integral I2. Similar world-
sheet integrals have been computed for other fifth order superpotential terms, both
in different NAHE- [19] and non-NAHE-based [22] free fermionic models. The other
worldsheet integral values were all found to be of the same order and our estimate
of mtrip here assumes our I2 value is comparable to those others. (Note that the
triplet mass “suppression factor” (
√
2 〈α〉 /MS)2 would appear to be of order one.)
While the exotic triplet mass may lie slightly below the string/unification scale of
MU = 2.5 × 1016 GeV, it appears sufficiently close to MU so as not to significantly
affect the running of the MSSM couplings. We emphasize that the numerical estimate
of the masses arising from the singlet VEVs should be regarded only as illustrative.
The important result is the generation of mass terms for all the states beyond the
MSSM, near the string scale. The actual masses of the extra fields may be spread
around theMU scale, thus inducing small threshold corrections that are still expected
to be compatible with the low energy experimental data.
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2.3.4 Exotic doublets
We next turn to the analysis of the Higgs mass spectrum generated by the F– and
D–flat solution eq. (2.16). The FNY model contains four hup-class MSSM SU(2)
doublets
{h¯1, h¯2, h¯3, h¯4 ≡ H34} (2.24)
and four hdown-class doublets,
{h1, h2, h3, h4 ≡ H41} . (2.25)
A mass matrix M yielding doublet mass terms,
(h1, h2, h3, h4)M(h¯1, h¯2, h¯3, h¯4)
T , (2.26)
results from the flat-direction VEVs. This matrix is (including up to sixth order
contributions from the superpotential)
Mhi,h¯j =


0 g 〈φ12〉 0 0
0 0 0 g 〈H31〉
0 g 〈φ23〉 0 0
0 0 g 〈H38〉 A5〈φ23〉〈H38〉〈H31〉M2s

 . (2.27)
with 〈φ12〉 =
√
5 〈α〉, 〈φ23〉 =
√
2 〈α〉, 〈H31〉 = 〈α〉, and 〈H38〉 =
√
2 〈α〉.
To determine the h and h¯ mass eigenstates and eigenvalues we evaluate the eigen-
states and eigenvalues of MM † and M †M respectively. We find there is exactly one
massless Higgs-like eigenvalue pair:
h′3 =
1√
7
(−
√
2h1 +
√
5h3) and h¯1 with m
2
h′
3
= m2h¯1 = 0 ; (2.28)
and three pairs with string scale masses:
h′1 =
1√
7
(
√
5h1 +
√
2h3) and h¯2 with m
2
h′
1
= m2h¯2 = 7g
2 〈α〉2 ; (2.29)
h′2 = c2′ [−(A2 +B2 +
√
A4 + 6A2B2 +B4 ) h2 + (2AB) h4] and (2.30)
h¯′4 = c¯4′ [(2
√
2AB) h¯3 − (A2 − B2 +
√
A4 + 6A2B2 +B4 ) h¯4] with
m2h′
2
= m2h¯′
4
= (3A2 +B2 −
√
−8A4 + (3A2 +B2)2)/2 ;
h′4 = c2′ [(2AB) h2 + (A
2 +B2 +
√
A4 + 6A2B2 +B4 ) h4] and (2.31)
h¯′3 = c¯4′ [(A
2 −B2 +
√
A4 + 6A2B2 +B4 ) h¯3 + (2
√
2AB) h¯4] with
m2h′
4
= m2h¯′
3
= (3A2 +B2 +
√
−8A4 + (3A2 +B2)2)/2 ;
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where A ≡ g 〈α〉, B ≡ 2A5〈α〉3
M2s
, and c2′ and c¯4 are normalization constants.
Thus, h′2, h¯
′
3, h
′
4, and h¯
′
3 obtain masses of O(〈α〉), along with the fractionally
charged states. Note that the Higgs spectrum is simplified in the B << A limit, (i.e.,
no mass mixing term between H41 and H35), the h2,4 and h¯3,4 mass eigenstates and
eigenvalues reduce to
h2 and h¯4 with m
2
h2
= m2h¯4 = A
2 ≡ g2| 〈α〉 |2 (2.32)
h4 and h¯3 with m
2
h4
= m2h¯3 = 2A
2 ≡ 2g2| 〈α〉 |2 . (2.33)
Hence, consistent with MSSM physics, we see that the flat direction of eq. (2.16) pro-
duces in the low energy effective field theory a single pair of massless Higgs doublets
above the supersymmetry breaking scale.
3 Comments
Exotic MSSM states, many carrying fractional electric charge are a generic fea-
ture of many classes of string models. Most of these, if they remain massless down to
the electroweak scale, signify unphysical phenomenology, thereby disallowing a model
containing them. Unfortunately, “string-selection rules” make decoupling of danger-
ous exotic fields from the low energy effective field theory difficult. String selection
rules often forbid a large number of superpotential terms, otherwise allowed by gauge
invariance, that could generate (near) string scale mass for an exotic via couplings
with flat direction VEVs. See for example the string model recently presented in [23].
Intermediate scale MSSM exotics are more phenomenologically viable than elec-
troweak scale exotics. However, intermediate scale exotics will generally alter the
running of the MSSM couplings and shift the unification scale away from the MSSM
projected value of MU ≈ 2.5 × 1016 GeV. Further, one may argue that intermediate
mass scales for MSSM exotics require additional ad hoc fine tuning, and therefore
are not very attractive.
In this letter we have presented a string model wherein it is actually possible to
decouple all MSSM exotics from the effective field theory, giving mass to these fields
at the Fayet–Iliopoulos (i.e., anomalous U(1)) scale, which is very near the string
scale. Thus, we have found a string model consistent with both projected unification
of the MSSM couplings at MU ≈ 2.5 × 1016 GeV and the conjecture that the string
scale MS may in fact coincide with MU . This is the first string model that we are
aware of with these properties.
The particular flat direction of the FNY model chosen herein is, in fact, not the
model’s only flat direction that decouples all MSSM exotics. A more complete set of
flat directions that likewise perform this task will be presented in [17]. Detailed anal-
ysis of the physics of these different flat directions, including MSSM mass hierarchies,
will be performed therein.
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State (C,L) QC QL Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 SO(4) SU(3) QH Q7 Q8 Q9
V41 (1,1) 0 1 0
1
2
0 1
2
0 −1
2
(1,1) (1) 0 1
2
0 −1
2
V42 (1,1) 0 -1 0 −12 0 12 0 12 (1,1) (1) 0 −12 0 12
V43 (1,1) 0 1 0 −12 0 12 0 −12 (1,1) (1) 0 −12 0 12
V44 (1,1) 0 -1 0
1
2
0 1
2
0 1
2
(1,1) (1) 0 1
2
0 −1
2
V45 (1,2) 0 0 0 −12 0 −12 0 12 (1,1) (1) 0 12 0 −12
V46 (1,2) 0 0 0
1
2
0 −1
2
0 −1
2
(1,1) (1) 0 −1
2
0 1
2
V47 (1,1) 0 1 0 0
1
2
1
2
1
2
0 (1,1) (1) 0 −1
2
0 1
2
V48 (1,1) 0 -1 0 0 −12 12 −12 0 (1,1) (1) 0 12 0 −12
V49 (1,1) 0 1 0 0 −12 12 12 0 (1,1) (1) 0 12 0 −12
V50 (1,1) 0 -1 0 0
1
2
1
2
−1
2
0 (1,1) (1) 0 −1
2
0 1
2
V51 (1,2) 0 0 0 0 −12 −12 12 0 (1,1) (1) 0 −12 0 12
V52 (1,2) 0 0 0 0
1
2
−1
2
−1
2
0 (1,1) (1) 0 1
2
0 −1
2
Table I.a Fractionally charged states of class A with electric charges ±1
2
. (C and L
in column three denote the observable sector SU(3)C and SU(2)L.)
State (C,L) QC QL Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 SO(4) SU(3) QH Q7 Q8 Q9
H1 (1,1)
3
4
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
4
−1
2
1
2
0 (2,1) (1) 3
4
1
4
0 0
H2 (1,1) −34 −12 −14 −14 −14 −12 −12 0 (2,1) (1) −34 −14 0 0
H3 (1,1)
3
4
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
1
2
0 (1,1) (1) −3
4
−1
4
−1
2
1
2
H4 (1,1) −34 −12 −14 −14 −14 12 −12 0 (1,1) (1) 34 14 12 −12
H5 (1,1)
3
4
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
−1
2
0 (1,1) (1) −3
4
−1
4
1
2
−1
2
H6 (1,1) −34 −12 −14 −14 −14 12 12 0 (1,1) (1) 34 14 −12 12
H7 (1,1)
3
4
1
2
1
4
−1
4
−1
4
−1
2
0 1
2
(1,1) (1) −3
4
−1
4
1
2
1
2
H8 (1,1) −34 −12 −14 14 14 −12 0 −12 (1,1) (1) 34 14 −12 −12
H9 (1,1)
3
4
1
2
1
4
−1
4
−1
4
−1
2
0 −1
2
(1,1) (1) −3
4
−1
4
−1
2
−1
2
H10 (1,1) −34 −12 −14 14 14 −12 0 12 (1,1) (1) 34 14 12 12
H11 (1,1)
3
4
1
2
1
4
−1
4
−1
4
1
2
0 1
2
(1,2) (1) 3
4
1
4
0 0
H13 (1,1) −34 −12 −14 14 14 12 0 −12 (1,2) (1) −34 −14 0 0
Table I.b Fractionally charged states of class B with electric charges ±1
2
.
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State (C,L) QC QL Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 SO(4) SU(3) QH Q7 Q8 Q9
H33 (3,1) −14 −12 −14 −14 −14 0 0 −12 (1,1) (1) 34 −14 12 0
H40 (3¯,1)
1
4
1
2
1
4
−1
4
−1
4
0 −1
2
0 (1,1) (1) −3
4
1
4
1
2
0
Table I.c Fractionally charged states of class C with electric charges ±1
3
.
Sector States
1+ b1 + β + 2γ V41 to V46
I+ β + 2γ V47 to V52
± γ H1 to H2
I± γ H3 to H6
1+ b4 ± γ H7 to H10
I+ 1+ b4 ± γ H11 to H13
b3 + β ± γ H33
b1 + b2 + b4 + β H40
Table I.d Fractionally charged state sectors.
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